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Sub Navigation

My Feed: 
This tab corresponds to 
the landing screen. This 
is where all briefing 
items can be viewed, 
filtered, and visualized 
on the map. 

Create Brief:  
This tab will open the 
“Create Brief” modal. 

My Drafts:  
This tab will open the “My 
Drafts” screen which will 
contain a list of incomplete 
drafts of briefs. 

Notifications:  
• For officer view, this tab will lead to 

a screen where the user will be 
able to view briefs that are pending 
their supervisor’s decision.  

• For a supervisor, this tab will lead 
to a screen where the user will see 
a list of briefs that are pending their 
decision (approval, rejection, or 
resolution). 



My Feed Overview (Officer) 

Interactive Map:  
This map will adjust per the 
agency/area checked in the 
category section of the filter 
sidebar. 

Pin:  
The location of the pin will 
correspond to the first relevant 
location that was entered for 
each brief item. The pin will 
light up when the user hovers 
on the corresponding brief. In 
addition, an abbreviated label 
for the associated incident tag 
will also appear next to the 
highlighted pin. 

Brief Preview Box:  
Hovering over the brief preview 
box will prompt the corresponding 
pin in the map to light up. 

Sort:  
The feed will automatically 
sort the briefs so the most 
recently created items will be 
at the top. However, the user 
can reverse this order by 
toggling between the 
“Newest” and “Oldest” link. 



My Feed  - Filter Side Bar 

Show Hidden Items:  
Reveals all brief preview boxes that had been 
hidden from the feed when user selected “Hide 
From Feed” button. 

Agencies Filter Category:  
This section will list all the counties and 
associated agencies that use the CJN eBriefing 
system. 

Areas Filter Category:  
This section shows sub-jurisdictions of the 
selected agencies. For example, when St. 
Paul is selected under Ramsey County, 
“Areas” will show West St. Paul, Central St. 
Paul, East St. Paul, etc. 

Dates Filter Category:  
This section allows users to quickly filter items 
that have been created today, this week, or this 
month. However, users can also filter a 
specific date range by selecting dates in the 
“From” and “To” fields. 

Roll Call Tag Filter  
This section filters the items that have been 
marked as roll call by the supervisor. 

Incident Tag Filter Category  
• This allows users to quickly select and 

filter brief items by incident tags.  
• There will be sixteen incident tags that 

correspond to the sixteen eBrief topics 
present in the current system.  

• There will also be a “roll call items” tag. 
This tag will filter and show briefing items 
that have been marked by the supervisor 
as a roll call item. 

Create New Brief: 
This button will open the “create brief” tab 
and display the modal to start a new brief. 

Displays the number of briefs that the user 
has filtered. 

Each filter category name is shown in capital 
letters. The sub filter categories can be 
viewed by expanding the box by clicking (+). 

The area within the filter category will be 
scrollable (if necessary) to show all sub filter 
category items. 



My Feed  - Brief Preview Box 

First column of the 
brief preview box:  
Shows all relevant 
tags for the brief (i.e. 
the sixteen incident 
tags, “roll call item” 
tag, “alert” tag, “use 
caution” tag. 

Second column of the 
brief preview box:  
Shows a description 
populated from the 
narrative that was 
inputted when the 
brief item was 
created. 

Third column of the brief 
preview box:  
Shows basic information 
in terms of when the 
brief was created and the 
first relevant location, 
person, or vehicle info 
that was inputted when 
the brief was created. 

Fourth column of the 
brief preview box:  
Shows the first image 
that was uploaded 
when the brief was 
created. 

Fifth column of the brief 
preview box:  
Contains the “View 
Details” button and “Hide 
From Feed” link. 

Main Tag:  
This is the type of 
the incident tag (16 
options) that was 
selected when the 
brief was created (it 
would be possible 
to have more than 
one incident tag). 

Roll Call Tag:  
This icon indicates that this brief was marked as a roll call 
item by the supervisor. The roll call tag will always override 
the alert tag on a brief. 

Alert Tag:  
This icon will appear when the brief is sent as an alert item to a 
different agency or individual. All brief items with this tag will 
appear at the top of the user’s feed. If the same item is marked 
as roll call by a supervisor, the alert tag will be replaced with the 
roll call tag. 

Use Caution Tag:  
This icon will appear when the brief is flagged as “use 
caution” when the brief was created. 

Roll Call Toggle (supervisor view only):  
This toggle will only appear on the supervisor view. This will 
allow a supervisor to mark a brief as a roll call item. 

Hide From Feed:  
Hides the brief preview box from the 
feed. To reverse this action, the user can 
hit the “show hidden items” button. 

View Details Button:  
This will open the 
brief modal for this 
item. 



View Brief Modal - Basic Info Tab

Quick Brief:  
This section/screen will only show 
the information that was inputted in 
the “basic info” portion of the create 
brief modal.  

Comment:  
Officers will be able to add comments 
regarding the brief.  
A possible model for how this could 
work is Facebook’s commenting 
system.  

Resolve:  
Officers will be able to 
resolve a brief if it no 
longer needs to be on their 
agency’s feed. If an officer 
clicks on “resolve,” the 
verbiage for this button 
will change to “pending” 
until the supervisor 
officially resolves the case 
on their end.  
User will also receive 
feedback pop-up as a 
notification depending on 
the agency setting (see 
below). 

Print (not pictured):  
User would have the 
option to print a concise 
one page document. 

Picture: 
Ideally, user would be able 
to scroll through multiple 
pictures if the creator of 
the brief uploaded more 
than one picture.  

Edit (not pictured): 
User would have the ability 
to edit the existing brief. 
Button would be placed on 
the bottom right area.  



Create Brief Modal - Basic Info Tab

Incident Tags:  
If a brief can be classified by 
more than one incident tag, 
the user has the option to 
mark multiple items. 

Relevant Person:  
The user can leave this field as 
“relevant person.” However, if 
applicable, they can select a 
specific classifications from 
the dropdown (i.e. suspect, 
victim, witnesses). 

Relevant Location:   
The user can leave this field as 
“relevant location.” However, if 
applicable, they can select a 
specific classification from the 
dropdown (i.e. home address, 
last seen location). 

Narrative:  
All narrative notes should be 
entered into this one text field. 
This also includes the rational for 
checking the case as “use 
caution.” 

Use Caution Check Box:  
Checking this will mark the brief 
with the “use caution” tag. 
Rational for marking this should 
be entered into the narrative. 

Image Upload: 
User will be able to upload a 
photo here that will appear on 
the preview brief. Ideally, it would 
allow multiple photo uploads. 

Submit Brief:  
This will submit the brief and 
post it on the user’s agency’s 
feed. User will receive feedback 
(see below). 

Add:  
User will be able to add multiple 
“relevant persons” or “relevant 
locations.” 

Exit:  
Attempting to close the modal 
will prompt a pop-up asking 
whether the user would like to 
cancel the brief or save the brief 
as a draft. 

Required Fields:  
• The fields marked with an orange asterisk will be required. 

However, most fields will not be required for officer to 
submit the brief.    

• For certain tags that are chosen (e.g. field interviews or PC 
pickup and hold) the additional questions and fields that 
are required will populate at the bottom of the modal 

Associated Case Number :  
User can input case number for a quick search of 
existing records. Possible feature would be to auto-
fill remaining fields per search results. 



Create Brief Modal - Basic Info Tab With Additional Requirements

Additional Required Fields (Per Selected Incident Tag: 
When certain tags require additional fields to be filled out, 
these items/questions will appear below the narrative/
image upload section (e.g. PC pickup and hold, field 
interviews) 



Create Brief Modal - Vehicle Tab

Vehicle Search Bar:  
User can input plate/VIN 
number for a quick search of 
existing records. Possible 
feature would be to auto-fill 
remaining fields per search 
results. 

Additional Fields:  
Creator of the brief is able to 
pick and choose what 
information to provide for the 
vehicle. If the incident tag is 
vehicle related, the basic vehicle 
information will appear in the 
fourth column of the brief 
preview on the “My Feed” 
screen. 

Additional Questions:  
This area contains additional 
vehicle-specific questions that are 
optional. The current wireframe 
contain YES/NO boxes. A 
suggestion would be to have a 
single check box instead. 

Green Check: 
This green check signifies that 
all required items in the tab 
have been completed. 

Save:  
Ideally, brief will auto save but 
having a“save” button will be 
reassuring to the user. When 
user hits this button, they will be 
directed to the “basic info” tab. 



Create Brief Modal - Alert Tab

Make Available To:  
This section will allow the user to 
select which agencies they will 
make their briefs available to. All 
agencies will be nested within the 
expandable box that is labeled with 
the county name. This section 
should already be pre-filled per the 
agencies the admin selects in the 
system presets. 

Alert:  
This section will allow the user to 
select which agencies they would like 
to send a special alert to. When an 
agency is sent a brief with a special 
alert, the brief will appear at the top 
other feed with the “alert” tag. 

Officers:  
This section will allow the user to 
select specific officers in a certain 
agency, and have the brief show up 
automatically at the top of the 
specified officer’s feed. The user can 
search the officer by agency and add 
multiple individuals. Once added, the 
officer’s name will be listed under 
“Added Officers” 

Submit Brief:  
This will submit the brief and post 
it on the user’s agency’s feed. If the 
brief will require supervisor 
approval, the user will receive a 
notification via feedback pop-up 
(see below).



My Drafts 

View Drafts:  
Clicking this button will open the 
incomplete “create brief” modal. 
From here, the user will be able to 
continue editing the brief. 

My Drafts:  
This tab will house all incomplete 
draft items. 



Notification (Supervisor View) 

Notification Number: 
The notification number in the orange 
circle will correspond to the number 
of briefing items that are pending for 
supervisor approval. 

Quick View:  
The box at the top of the page will be 
a quick overview of the number of 
briefing items that are pending 
approval. This box would not be 
clickable. 

Pending Approval:  
• This box would be expandable. This 

section will list all briefing items 
that need approval by a supervisor 
before it they can appear as an 
alert item in a different agency’s 
feed (depending on agency 
settings). The supervisor will be 
able to click on the whole row to 
open the view brief modal and see 
additional details.  

• Supervisor can choose to select 
“approve” or “reject” under the 
“decision” column.  

• Selecting “approve” will move the 
item out of the “pending approval” 
section and into the “recently 
completed briefs” section. User 
will also receive feedback that this 
action was successfully performed.  

• Selecting “reject” will open a 
modal that will prompt the 
supervisor to input a rational for 
the rejection. They can then submit 
and complete the brief. The officer 
who created the brief will be 
notified that the case was rejected. 
The item will then be moved to the 
“recently completed briefs” 
section.  

Pending Resolution:  
Once an officer resolves a case on their 
end, the brief will appear in the 
supervisors “pending resolution” 
section. The supervisor can resolve and 
complete the case. 

Recently CompletedBriefs (last 30 days): 
This section will provide the supervisor a quick 
list of completed cases if they want to reference 
or remember recent briefs they made a 
decision on. 

See All Completed Briefs:  
This link will direct the user to a 
complete list of all briefs that have been 
processed by this supervisor. The user 
can go to this screen if they want to 
check back on an item they previously 
processed beyond 30 days. 

Notification Preferences Link:  
Clicking this will direct the user to a 
screen allowing supervisor to change 
presets in regards to the notification 
system . 

Dashboard Roll Call My Drafts

eBriefing eForms Administration

DAY NIGHT

Mode
CJN
Criminal Justice Network

Welcome Matt   |   Preferences   |   Log Out
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Search Feedback Admin

DAY NIGHT

Mode

! eForms Administration ScheduleeBriefing

DASHBOARD MY DRAFTS CREATE BRIEF/ NOTIFICATIONS 19/ /

Pending for Your Approval

Tag Agency Creator Summary Active Expires Decision

Pending for Your Approval

2
Hidden Briefs

1

PC Pickup St. Paul Matt Smith Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cu qui nobis 2017-9-27 15:08 2017-9-29 15:08

Extra Patrol St. Paul Linda Nelson Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cu qui nobis 2017-9-27 15:08 2017-9-29 15:08

Hidden Briefs

Tag Agency Creator Summary Active Expires Decision

PC Pickup St. Paul Matt Smith Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cu qui nobis 2017-9-27 15:08 2017-9-29 15:08

Recently Completed Briefs (Last 30 Days)

Tag Agency Creator Summary Date Completed Decision Made

Approved

Rejected

PC Pickup St. Paul Matt Smith Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cu qui nobis 2017-9-27 15:08

Extra Patrol St. Paul Linda Nelson Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cu qui nobis 2017-9-27 15:08

Hidden from View

Resolved

PC Pickup St. Paul Matt Smith Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cu qui nobis 2017-9-27 15:08

Extra Patrol

See All Completed Briefs Notification Preferences

St. Paul Linda Nelson Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cu qui nobis 2017-9-27 15:08

APPROVE REJECT RESOLVE

APPROVE

UN-HIDE

REJECT RESOLVE

SAVECANCEL

400 Characters Remaining

Please provide rationale for rejecting this brief item. This comment 
will become available for review.

Rejection Rational Modal: 
This modal will appear 
when a supervisor clicks 
the “reject” button on a 
submitted brief. Once this 
information has been 
entered and saved, the 
rational for rejecting the 
brief will appear in the 
officer view’s notification 
tab for review. 



Notification (Officer View)
Notification Number:  
The number in the orange circle corresponds to the 
number of briefing items that are pending for 
supervisor approval and the number of briefing 
items that have been rejected by the supervisor. 

Quick View:  
The two boxed items at the top of the 
page will be a quick overview of 
briefing items. The combination of 
the items in both boxes will equal the 
number in the orange circle. These 
boxes would not be clickable 

Pending Approval 
In this section, the officer will be able 
to view the status of the brief they 
created which will require supervisor 
approval. 

Rejected by Supervisor 
In this section, the officer will be able 
to view the briefing items that have 
been rejected by their supervisor. 
These items will be reviewable to the 
officer who created the case. When a 
brief modal is opened, the officer can 
see the rational for the rejection. 

Recently CompletedBriefs (last 30 
days): 
This section will provides the 
officer with a quick list of 
completed cases if they want to 
reference or remember recent 
briefs they worked on or was 
recently resolved by another officer. 

See All Completed Briefs:  
This link will direct the user to a 
complete list of all briefs that have 
been processed. The user can go to 
this screen if they want to check back 
on an item they previously processed 
beyond 30 days. 

Notification Preferences Link:  
Clicking this will direct the user to a 
screen allowing supervisor to change 
presets in regards to the notification 
system . 



Settings (Superviser/Admin)  

The tab for this screen would 
be visible on the sub 
navigation of the supervisor/
admin log in. 

Agency Settings: 
This section is expandable 
and minimize-able. Items 
within this section are 
similar to what is displayed 
in the current system. User 
would select appropriate 
fields as needed.  

Edit Icon (not shown):  
The user can click this 
icon on the far right to 
open a modal that will 
allow the user to select 
sharing preferences with 
other agencies and 
officers. 


